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Abstract Negative numbers are among the first formalizations students encounter in
their mathematics learning that clearly differ from out-of-school experiences. What has
not sufficiently been addressed in previous research is the question of how students
draw on their prior experiences when reasoning on negative numbers and how they
infer from these experiences. This article presents results from an empirical study
investigating sixth-grade students’ reasoning and inferring from school-based and
out-of-school experiences. In particular, it addresses the order relation, which deals
with students’ very first encounters with negative numbers. Here, students can reason in
different ways, depending on the experiences they draw on. We study how students
reason before a lesson series and how their reasoning is influenced through this lesson
series where the number line and the context debts-and-assets are predominant. For
grasping the reasoning’s inferential and social nature and conducting in-depth analyses
of two students’ reasoning, we use an epistemological framework that is based on the
philosophical theory of inferentialism. The results illustrate how the students infer their
reasoning from out-of-school and from school-based experiences both before and after
the lesson series. They reveal interesting phenomena not previously analyzed in the
research on the order relation for integers.
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Introduction

Negative numbers are among the first formalizations students encounter in their
mathematics learning that clearly differ from out-of-school experiences. 1 Negative
numbers and the mathematically correct order relation are hardly inferable from out-
of-school contexts for students; they are not representable with concrete objects that
one could manipulate (Davidson 1987) and they are often perceived Bfictive^ (Vlassis
2004; cf. Tsang et al. 2015). Thus, getting to understand negative numbers can
constitute challenges for students. Empirical studies revealed surprisingly low perfor-
mances of certain students (e.g., Bruno and Cabrera 2005; Peled 1991) and an
enormous heterogeneity in student performance (e.g., Bruno et al. 2001).
Mukhopadhyay (1997, p. 35) summarized that Bnegative numbers are often viewed
as unsolvable mysteries by many students^; Murray (1985, p. 152) speaks of Bdeeply-
rooted and widely-held misconceptions^ among students.

Research on negative numbers has so far largely focused on students’ abilities to
calculate (Pierson-Bishop et al. 2014a) and has revealed the difficulties students have
when calculating with negative numbers (e.g., Gallardo 1995). Some of the studies
focused as well on students’ understanding of and reasoning on negative numbers (e.g.,
Bofferding 2014; Pierson-Bishop et al. 2014a, b; Widjaja et al. 2011); for instance, on
students’ mental models (e.g., Bofferding 2014; Peled et al. 1989), the metaphors they
use when encountering negative numbers (Chiu 2001), cognitive obstacles and
affordances (Pierson-Bishop et al. 2014b), and developmental milestones when getting
to know negative numbers (Pierson-Bishop et al. 2014a).

Even though it is a common assumption among scholars in mathematics education
that students’ prior experiences are crucially important in knowledge development, the
question of how students draw on prior experiences when comparing negative integers
has rarely been studied. Recent research has predominantly addressed students’ rea-
soning in representational terms, such as mental models (Bofferding 2014). However,
students’ reasoning on the order relation of integers is manifold (Pierson-Bishop et al.
2014b) and can hardly be conceived in its details via categorizing it in, for instance, two
mental models. We think that investigating students’ reasoning on the order relation for
integers requires analytical approaches that cope with the variety and sophistication of
students’ reasoning from both school-based experiences and out-of-school experiences
and its inferential linkage. We share with enactivist and sociocultural researchers the
wish to focus on students’ actual doing and on reasoning in particular rather than
making assumptions about students’ underlying internal or mental models (see also
Roth 2016a).

The purpose of this paper is to investigate how students draw on school-based and
out-of-school experiences when reasoning on the order relation for integers and how
they infer from them. It presents a study in which students’ reasoning on the order
relation for integers is investigated on behalf of inferentialism, a philosophical back-
ground theory (Brandom 1994, 2000) that helps to grasp the inferential linkage in
students’ reasoning (e.g., Bakker and Derry 2011). Whereas many externalist

1 We use the terms negative number and negative integer as synonyms in this paper because the introduction
to negative numbers, which is addressed in this paper, focuses on negative integers; not on non-whole rational
or irrational negative numbers.
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perspectives focus on doings, the particular power of inferentialism is its perspicuous
view on meaning making through reasoning as a specific type of doing. Its focus on
inference fits well with the needs within mathematics education research. In order to
study how students use their experiences in school-based learning, we studied students’
reasoning in interviews before and after a lesson series. The focus of the paper is not
how effective learning in this series was, but rather it offers us a context in which we
study the aforementioned question of how students make inferences from prior expe-
rience about the mathematical topic of negative numbers. This analysis yielded insight
into interesting phenomena, at least of one which we had not seen analyzed in the
literature before.

Theoretical background

Students’ reasoning on the order relation for integers

The order relation for integers deals with students’ initial formal introduction to
negative numbers. It is one of the first topics students encounter in lesson series on
negative numbers at school, which is basic for integer addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation, and division. It is—in out-of-school contexts—understandable in another way
than in mathematics (e.g., when the instruction on frozen food packages says it should
be stored at at least −18 °C; or when a 15 k€ debt is a greater debt than a 8 k€ debt).
Given the assumption that students draw on prior experiences when comparing and
ordering integers, the question arises of what prior experiences students draw on and
how they infer from them.

Mental models One of the initial investigations addressing the order relation of
integers was conducted by Peled et al. (1989) who asked students in different grades
to determine the greater between two numbers. They tried to explain student answers
by postulating two mental models: the divided vs. continuous number line model. In
simple words, the continuous number line model represents the idea of Bthe further
right on the number line, the greater the number.^ In the divided number line model, the
basic idea is Bthe further away from zero, the greater the number,^ leading to the
incorrect assumption that, for instance, −6 is greater than −4. However, the divided
number line model often leads to correct answers, when students, for instance, compare
−6 and 4 or state that a 40€ debt is less than a 60€ debt. It constitutes a Blocal bit of
knowledge^ (Sackur and Drouhard 1997) that serves rather far—and it is only through
looking more deeply at students’ reasoning that this model may get apparent.2 In a
similar vein, Bofferding (2014) investigated first graders’mental models when encoun-
tering questions about negative integer values, order, and directed magnitudes. She
found that students’ understanding of negative numbers is Bheavily constrained^ (p.
229) by their prior experiences with whole numbers and principles that they had built
previously, indicating that prior experiences can constitute an obstacle for students
when reasoning on negative numbers. These results indicate that a focus on students’
actual doings and reasoning—as stated in this paper—potentially offers the opportunity

2 This will be illustrated in the data analysis presented in this paper.
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to get even deeper insights into students’ challenges and struggles dealing with negative
numbers and the order relation than an analysis drawing on mental models.

External representations Bruno and Cabrera (2005) investigated how students aged
13 and 14 changed representations when ordering integers. They found three kinds of
strategies the students used: using the number line, paying attention to the negative
signs in the formal-symbolic representation, and drawing on real-life contexts. This
connects to Pierson-Bishop et al.’s (2014b) finding that a second grader took three
different views on integers when reasoning on the order relation: an ordinal, a cardinal,
and a formal-symbolic view. The researchers concluded that Bstudents need each of
these understandings to reason robustly about integers and that, at times, proficient
students may draw on more than one view of number to reason about a single integer
problem^ (p. 41). In sum, the results from these studies (see also Bruno and Martinón
1996; Peled 1991; Malle 1988) indicate that students can take different perspectives
when reasoning on the size of integers: predominantly a symbolical, contextual, and an
ordinal perspective, whereas the shifts between the symbolic, contextual, and ordinal
representations appear critical for students’ reasoning on negative numbers, as
B[c]hanging representation register is the threshold of mathematical comprehension
for learners at each stage of the curriculum^ (Duval 2006, p. 128) (Fig. 1). In particular,
empirical research on real-life contexts and their role in integer learning has indicated
the opportunities that real-life contexts hold for students’ reasoning and understanding
of integers (e.g., Borba 1995; Bruno 1997; Bruno and Martinón 1996; Stephan and
Akyuz 2012).3 Mukhopadhyay et al. (1990) summarized their findings stating, Bpeople
show a superior ability to use and understand mathematical ideas when the relevant
concepts and operations are introduced in a contextualized, familiar social situation^ (p.
287). Real-life contexts give students the possibility to connect to familiar situations
and infer their reasoning from them. Research on the ordinal representation of negative
numbers and the number line has furthermore revealed that this representation can
foster students’ understanding of negative numbers, and it appears to be a successful
model (Beatty 2010) and cognitive affordance (Pierson-Bishop et al. 2014a). Even
though students’ ability to use the number line for reasoning on negative numbers
depends on students’ prior experiences with the number line (Bruno 2001), after a
lesson series where the number line was extensively used as a model, initial difficulties
tend to disappear (Bruno and Martinón 1997).

Theoretical framework: reasoning from an inferential perspective

In this section, we present the background theory underlying our study, inferentialism.
Background theories concern the theoretical foundations studies rely on and play a
crucial role for Bdiscerning and defining what kind of objects are to be studied^ (Mason
and Waywood 1996, p. 1058). They therefore refer to ontological and epistemological
ideas as well as their methodological implications for investigating specific topics (cf.
Bikner-Ahsbahs and Prediger 2010). In the present study, we choose to conceptualize

3 See Schindler (2014, p. 95-104) and Stephan and Akyuz (2012, p. 430f) for an overview on research
addressing out-of-school contexts and their role in the learning and teaching of negative numbers.
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reasoning by means of the philosophical theory of inferentialism. We think that every
theory in mathematics education rests on underlying, fundamental philosophical theo-
ries with their particular strengths and weaknesses, emphases, and blind spots. We see
that inferentialism has other strengths and emphases than commonly used background
theories such as constructivism and, thus, may offer different viewpoints and insights
when applied in mathematics education and empirical studies.

Noorloos et al. (2017) argued that inferentialism can overcome several philosophical
problems that have continued to plague socioconstructivism such as the relation
between the social and individual, relativism, and the question of what is constructed
according to constructivism. At the same time, inferentialism seems consistent with
several pedagogical implications of constructivism that could be judged separately
from their problematic philosophical underpinning (cf. Phillips 1995; Mackrell and
Pratt 2017). Inferentialism offers a pragmatic and social account of reasoning. It views
reasoning as emerging from situations in which persons are involved; and as still social
when persons draw on this reasoning later on, in other situations and settings—even
when thinking alone (cf. Roth 2016b, Sfard 2008). Therefore, an inferentialist account
of reasoning emphasizes how prior experiences influence students’ reasoning. In
particular, it assumes that students are (consciously or not) responsive to norms that
they encountered in their earlier out-of-school and school lives; and that these norms
guide their reasoning—even when reasoning alone. When a student, for instance,
argues that −2 is greater than −5 because it is further right on the number line, she
may be following the norm in the mathematics classroom that the number line is
normally used for comparing negative numbers. The proposed inferentialist account
regards students’ out-of-school reasoning and mathematics reasoning as intertwined,
does not separate them from one another, and does not privilege one over the other.
Hence, it offers advantages especially in studies where students reason on the basis of
both out-of-school phenomena and prior school experiences. The externalist account of
reasoning, where the reasoning itself rather than students’ internal mental representa-
tions or Bunderlying^ mental models are considered, has positive consequences for
methodological concerns; it offers a fine-grained in-depth account of students’
reasoning.

Philosophical background on inferentialism

Brandom’s (1994, 2000) contemporary philosophy of inferentialism draws on philo-
sophical ideas offered by, for example, Kant, Hegel, Frege, Wittgenstein, and Heideg-
ger. A key concept in inferentialism is the Kantian notion of judgment (Kant 1781/
1999). Judgments are to be understood as claims that persons make explicit. In

Fig. 1 Perspectives on integers and the shifts of perspectives
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inferentialism, B[j]udgments are fundamental, since they are the minimal unit one can
take responsibility for on the cognitive side, just as actions are the corresponding unit of
responsibility on the practical side^ (Brandom 2000, p. 159f). The meaning of concepts
is to be understood in their roles in judgments.

As inferentialism is a semantic theory (cf., Noorloos et al. 2017), it aims to explain
the use and content of concepts (cf. Brandom 2000). Content of concepts is concep-
tualized according to the inferential structure and role of judgements. Brandom (2000)
states that Bthe guiding idea is that the essential feature distinguishing what is
propositionally contentful is that it can serve both as a premise and as the conclusion
in inferences^ (p. 161). Thus, in an inferentialist perspective understanding can be
conceptualized as the Bmastery of properties of theoretical and practical inference^
(Brandom 1994, p. 5), where inferential relationships exist between sentences, which
have a propositional content (Brandom 2000). The focus on a system of inferentially
linked judgments leads to a holistic perspective:

One immediate consequence of such an inferential demarcation of the conceptual
is that one must have many concepts in order to have any. For grasping a concept
involves mastering the properties of inferential moves that connect it to many
other concepts: those whose applicability follows from the applicability of the
concept in question, those from whose applicability the applicability of the target
concept follows, those whose applicability precludes or is precluded by it
(Brandom 1994, p. 89).

Inferentialism is rooted in pragmatics (Bakker and Derry 2011). This is to say that
judgments are expressed and take the role as reasons in the language practice and that
the view on the reasoning itself is prioritized over the view on students’ representations
(cf. Noorloos et al. 2017). Brandom (1994, 2000) introduces the metaphor of the game
of giving and asking for reasons (GoGAR) for describing the social and pragmatic
language practice in which the content is inferentially constituted. In the GoGAR,
linguistic expressions and intentional states gain their meaning by virtue of the position
that they have in a network of possible and actual doings (Bakhurst 2011). Making
judgments and expressing reasons implies making moves in this game, which means
Bdoing something in a social environment and, in virtue of this, changing the environ-
ment—which allows us to treat communication as a socially grounded production and
consumption of reasons^ (Kiryushchenko 2015, p. 1). Thus, reasoning is crucial for the
meaning that is derived in situations. Accordingly, concepts are to be understood in
their use in reasoning processes (Bakker and Derry 2011).

Epistemological considerations derived from inferentialism

Students’ reasoning is social, as is situated in the GoGAR or derived from it
(primacy of the social) We assume that mathematical reasoning is primarily social.
When speaking of the social nature of reasoning, we do not mean that students get
together and negotiate their different individual knowledge, as constructivists would
put it (see also Roth 2016b). In our inferentialist perspective, we rather think that
reasoning is social in the way that it consists in the GoGAR. Here, the participants
make claims, they attribute claims to others, acknowledge other students’ or the
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teacher’s claims, they undertake them themselves, etc. The reasoning emerges social-
ly. All participants in the GoGAR may have influence on the reasoning via making
claims, also the teacher or interviewer. We think that students’ reasoning is always
social—even when they are talking to themselves or writing down their reasoning
solely—because it has a social origin and the social situations are reflected in
students’ reasoning. When a student reasons that −5 is smaller than −2 because it
is further left on the number line, this reflects preceding social situations; it might,
for instance, reflect the social situation in which the student got used to this kind of
reasoning in the mathematics classroom. Whereas social constructivism assumes
that individuals build their individual knowledge in a social context and that
students negotiate their individual knowledge, inferentialism connects to Roth’s
assumption that B[m]athematical reasoning is social through and through^ (Roth
2016b, p. 126). Inferentialism does not aim at isolating individual knowledge from
social reasoning, nor does it try to abstract individual mental models or representa-
tions from students’ utterances—it rather looks at the reasoning itself. When a
student utters that −5 is greater than −2 because −5 °C is colder than −2 °C, then
this might reflect a situation from real life, where the child compared temperatures
together with her siblings. Inferentialism asks for such inferences and for their
origins, for the experiences that students draw on in their reasoning. In this line of
thought, an inferentialist epistemology does not prioritize students’ mathematical
reasoning over out-of-school reasoning; nor does it view mathematics and out-of-
school reasoning as separated from one another, but rather as inferentially connected
to one another. In sum, the proposed inferentialist epistemology emphasizes infer-
ences that students draw from different experiences, from out-of-school life, from
the mathematics classroom, from different contexts, and different external represen-
tations, such as the number line.

Students’ reasoning in the GoGAR is implicitly normative (normativity) Situations
in which students claim and reason about mathematics go along with certain
norms about how to do things—how to talk, how to behave, how to reason, etc.
Participants in the GoGAR are confronted with, for example, social expectations,
didactical contracts, and rules—which often may remain implicit. In our perspec-
tive, students’ reasoning takes place in implicitly normative situations. If a student
was asked which of two numbers is greater, she would probably answer and
reason in different ways according to the norms of the social situation, which
she perceives to encounter. The proposed inferentialist perspective asks for such
normative influences in the GoGAR and is sensitive for normative aspects in
students’ reasoning.

Students’ concepts are not isolated from one another (holism) We understand
students’ reasoning in a holistic way. This is to say that concepts are connected to
one another via their use and roles in students’ claims in reasoning. When a student,
for instance, argues that negative numbers are smaller than positive numbers be-
cause they are further left on the number line, then a whole Bpackage^ of intercon-
nected concepts is involved: negative number, positive number, number line, etc.
Instead of regarding the concept of negative number isolated, the inferentialist
account emphasizes the interconnection of concepts in students’ reasoning; for
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instance, the inferential linkage to the concept of natural number, minus sign, zero,
subtraction, the number line, etc.

Research questions

Drawing on the inferentialist theory, we ask the following research questions.

1. When students compare negative numbers before having been part of a lesson
series on negative numbers: how do they reason on the order relation for integers?
What experiences do they draw on when comparing negative numbers, especially
how are out-of-school and prior school-based experiences involved in their rea-
soning? What inferences do they draw from them?

2. When students compare negative numbers after having been part of a lesson series
on negative numbers: how do they reason on the order relation for integers? Is this
reasoning different from before the lesson series? To what extent do they draw on
different out-of-school or school-based situations than before? How do they draw
inferences from these situations?

Method

Design of the study

We use data from an empirical study conducted by Schindler (2014), which was
carried out with sixth-grade students in a German secondary school. Eight students,
ages 11, 12, and 13 years, participated in the study. The group consisted of six boys
and two girls with German as their native language. The school was in a town of
75,000 inhabitants. See Fig. 2 for the design of the empirical study. Whereas the data
analysis was conducted for eight students (cf. Schindler 2014), this paper focuses on
data from two students, whose reasoning was diverse. Tom is a male student who—
according to the teacher’s information—is a strong student in mathematics. Nicole is
a female student who is described as weak mathematics learner by her teacher. We
choose these students for illustrating the range of students’ reasoning; drawing on
out-of-school and prior school-based experiences. However, neither of them reasons
mathematically correctly before the lesson series; so, for both students, there is
potential to develop their reasoning over the lesson series. In the post interviews,
both students reason ambiguously for the order relation, pointing out that different
ways of reasoning are possible. However, the students have different reasons for
doing so.

The interviews

Studying students’ reasoning in an inferentialist perspective has implications for the
design of empirical investigations. An inferentialist design requires situations in which
students are explicitly encouraged to make explicit their reasons and inferences, the
origins of their inferences, and the prior experiences that they draw on. Thus, we
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conducted semi-structured, task-oriented clinical interviews (see Selter and Spiegel
1997). Following the research questions (on students’ reasoning before and after a
lesson series) both before and after the lesson series.

The interview scheme In the single interviews, the students were repeatedly asked
to determine which of two numbers was greater (positive/positive; positive/
negative; negative/negative). In particular, we wanted to analyze students’ reasoning
when encountering the symbolic representation of negative numbers. Results of
previous studies had indicated that most of the students seem to know the symbolic
representation and interpret the minus sign as a predicative sign (Beatty 2010;
Bofferding 2010; Vlassis 2004, 2008) even before the introduction of negative
integers at school (cf. Human and Murray 1987; Malle 1988; Peled et al. 1989).
The interviewer explicitly asked the students to give reasons; for instance, asking
BWhy’s that?,^ BHow did you think about it?,^ or BCan you explain to me how you
think about this?^ Additionally, she asked for the origins of the inferences, for
example, BHow did you get the idea to …?^ or BWhere do you know this from?^

The anticipated reasoning As Pierson-Bishop et al. (2014a) as well as Bruno and
Cabrera (2005) found, a cardinal representation of negative integers can constitute
an obstacle for students and it is rarely used by students when reasoning on the order
relation for integers. On the other hand, the number line constitutes a cognitive
affordance for the students. Therefore, we assume that an inference such as the
further right a number on the number line, the greater it is (for the whole, continuous
number line) best captures the mathematical valid order relation in students’ per-
spective. According to the numbers involved (negative/negative; negative/positive;
positive/positive), we expect students to draw on different concepts and reason
differently (e.g., the concept of negative number for the comparison of two negative
numbers). We assume that experiences with natural numbers, the comparison of
natural numbers, and experiences within out-of-school contexts such as tempera-
tures or debts-and-assets serve as an origin for students’ inferences in the prior
interviews. In the post interviews, we expect students to draw rather on their
experiences in the lesson series (see BThe lesson series and learning environment^
section).

Fig. 2 Design of the empirical study and data used in this paper
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The lesson series and learning environment

From an inferentialist perspective, learning environments and lesson series should
encourage students to be involved in the GoGAR, where they can draw on out-of-
school experiences, to reason accordingly, and to inferentially relate their reasoning
to external representations. Following these thoughts, we use a learning environ-
ment (BOut of the Debts^) that has been developed by researchers (see Hußmann and
Schindler 2014a, b) in a research and environmental project, KOSIMA, which aims
at teaching mathematics through the use of real contexts (Hußmann et al. 2011). The
first pivotal aspect of the learning environment is the use of an authentic, rich out-of-
school context, the context debts-and-assets. Empirical research has indicated that
students often have certain experiences with this out-of-school context that they can
draw on (Bruno et al. 2001); they use this context more often in their reasoning than,
for instance, temperatures or heights (Bruno 1997), and can successfully draw on
this context for integer addition and subtraction (Stephan and Akyuz 2012). Second,
the use of the number line (Stephan and Akyuz 2012; Beatty 2010) is fundamental
for the learning environment and the lesson series, as it can serve as origin for
students’ inferences on the existence of negative numbers, their position, and on a
mathematically correct, continuous counting and order relation (cf. Bruno and
Martinón 1997).

In the beginning of the lesson series, the students play the board game Bout of the
debts^ in groups of four.4 In this game, every student is in the role of an indebted person
aiming at redeeming their debts. The board is a number line (called Baccount bar^),
containing positive and negative numbers. Using different action cards that the students
draw before and during the game, they individually have their current account balances,
monthly incomes, and monthly expenses. Many real-life aspects are involved (such as
the possession of luxury goods, surprising events leading to money loss or gains, etc.).
In every round of the game, the players draw their changing account balance with their
piece on the board, i.e. the number line. When their balance, for instance, was −1000€
initially, they have an income of 800€ and expenses of 700€, then they draw the piece
from −1000€ to −200€ to −900€. In our study, we found that the students reflected on
the context; for example, on the possession of too many luxury goods (BI do not really
need a car!^ or BI don’t want riding lessons if I can’t afford them.^). In the further
lesson series, the students deal with various mathematical problems in which contextual
and number line experiences are picked up in students’ reasoning. Problem 2, for
instance (Fig. 35), invites the students to reflect on their experiences in the game and—
mathematically speaking—on the different ways of reasoning on the order relation, on
the position of the numbers on the Baccount bar,^ and the role of the minus sign in this
context. Problem 2 (a) and (b) aim at encouraging students’ reasoning on the size of the
numbers based on their positions on the number line, whereas problems 2 (c) and (d)
give the students the opportunity to reflect on the role of the minus sign for debts.

Besides the main context debts-and-assets, other contexts such as temperatures and
altitudes are used. Many activities aim at practicing to change representations (Fig. 1).

4 See Schindler (2014; pp. 115ff) for a detailed description of the game.
5 Figure reproduced and translated from Hußmann and Schindler (2014a, p. 75).
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Data and data analysis

The interviews are videotaped and the videos are transcribed. Students’ written notes
(written numbers or drawings) are scanned and inserted in the transcripts. For the data
analysis, the whole transcripts are used as long as they address the topic. The data
analysis focuses on the aspects addressed in BEpistemological considerations derived
from inferentialism^ section.

Results

Illustrating students’ reasoning before the lesson series—preliminary interviews

Tom’s reasoning based out-of-school experiences

In the preliminary interview, Tom is asked to tell which of two numbers is greater (the
numbers are listed in the left column of Table 1).

Turn Speaker Statements

001 I I brought along some cards, and on the cards there are two numbers displayed. And I want
you to tell me which one of them is greater (gives two small cards to the student,
displaying 12 and −15)

002 T (receiving the cards) May I-

003 I Mhm (affirmative), you can take them.

004 T 12 is greater.

005 I Mhm?

006 T Because (slowly) minus is below zero and the twelve is just normal, the twelve.

007 I Okay. How did you think about this?

008 T Well on a thermometer you sometimes also see minus numbers and then, if there, er, is no
minus there, then there is simply just the number. Twelve degrees or so.

Fig. 3 Example of a mathematical problem in the learning environment and lesson series (cf. Hußmann and
Schindler 2014a, p. 75)
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The initial invitation by the interviewer (Turn 001) gives reasons for Tom to make a
claim about the size of the numbers. Here, Tom claims that 12 is greater than −15 (Turn
004). The interviewer’s question BMhm?^ encourages him to give a reason. His
reasoning, then, is based on the assumption that numbers below zero are smaller than
Bnormal^ numbers (Turn 006). When asked for further reasons, Tom argues that there
are negative numbers on a thermometer. Here, the thermometer seems to be an
important out-of-school concept for him. For Tom, who has not dealt with negative
numbers at school before this interview, experiences with a thermometer that he was
involved in within the out-of-school context of temperatures are crucial in his reason-
ing. On the thermometer, he has seen that the negative numbers are below zero. The
position above or below zero on the thermometer is, thus, an important concept for him.

Later on, the interviewer asks Tom to determine which number is greater, 6 or −9
(Turn 014). Tom claims that 6 is greater than −9. He preserves the reasoning of the
previous episode, explicitly claiming BThis is just like the one just before^ (Turn 015).
After the interviewer’s question, BCan you explain this again?^ (Turn 016), the student
states that numbers below zero are below the freezing point and that numbers above
zero are normal numbers and not minus numbers (Turn 017). As he uses this claim to
justify his initial claim (that 6 is the greater number), he again seems to reason that
negative numbers, which are below the freezing point, are smaller than natural num-
bers, which are above zero. He provides a similar reason to his previous and explicitly
draws on reasoning from the previous situation. Again, he draws on his experiences in
the out-of-school context of the thermometer. In particular, Tom’s reasons in judging
the sizes of a negative and a positive integer seem to a great extent to be based on the
role of zero, which serves as a significant concept in his inference. In the full interview,
Tom deals with two more similar situations where he also uses the same reasoning
pattern (see Table 1).

Furthermore, Tom is asked to compare two negative numbers (see Table 1). In these
situations, new reasons guide his reasoning. In the first situation, he is asked to
determine which number is greater, −31 or −27. After 6 sec, he says B31. Minus 31.
Because the numbers- because the number is greater on its own. Even if it had no
minus, it would still be greater than 27^ (Turn 21), claiming that −31 is greater than
−27. He makes his reasons explicit: The concept he draws on is the size of the number
Bon its own.^We can interpret his statement as if he (mathematically speaking) uses the
concept of the absolute value of the numbers (though he most likely does not

Table 1 Tom’s reasoning

Situation with regard to the
numbers

Reasoning

12 and −15
9 and −6
9 and −9
0 and −9

Basic concept involved: (below) zero
Basic inference: The positive number is greater than the negative number,

which is below zero.

−27 and −31
−7 and −11
−1 and −9
−1 and −4

Basic concept involved: absolute value
Basic inference: The number that has the greater absolute value is greater.
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consciously do so). The number that has the greater absolute value is the greater
number in his way of reasoning. He certainly is trying to cope with a difficult, new
situation based on the reasoning that he is familiar with from other situations. Being
asked how he thinks about it (Turn 022), he says BWell, now I do not have any image
whatsoever^ (Turn 023). One reason could be that Tom has not experienced such cold
temperatures and has not seen them on a thermometer before (temperatures of about
−30 °C do usually not occur in the part of Germany that he is living in). This could be a
reason for him to ignore the minus sign in order to handle this situation. Thus, he most
likely draws on prior experiences related to experiences with natural numbers and his
reasoning can be linked to what is called a Bdivided number line model^ (Peled et al.
1989, Mukhopadhyay 1997). Tom shows the same reasoning when asked to compare
−11 and −7. Here, he immediately answers BMinus 11.^ (Turn 025) and draws on the
same reasoning as in the situation before claiming, BThis is like just before^ (Turn 025).
He continues to make his reasons explicit, saying, B11 is greater than 7. Even if it was
without the minus^ (Turn 025). He again seems to use the concept of absolute value,
similarly to the previous situation. The reasoning in both situations is characterized by
the same basic inference, which can be paraphrased as Bthe number that has the greater
absolute value is the greater number.^ The same is true for two more situations in which
Tom determines the greater number (among −1 and −9, and −4 and −1). Here, he
applies almost identical patterns of reasoning in the GoGAR. However, when being
asked how he thinks about it when comparing −1 and −4, he again refers to these
temperatures on the thermometer. It appears as if he, in this case, can recall experiences
with temperatures that he has Bseen^ on the thermometer.

Reasoning and understanding based on the concept of natural number and previous
experiences with arithmetic tasks—the case of Nicole

In the following, we will—due to space restrictions—describe our interpretation of the
data in a more concise way, giving overviews on our evaluation. In the preliminary
interview, Nicole is asked to tell which of two numbers is greater (the numbers are
listed in the left column of Table 2). The interview starts with the interviewer asking
Nicole to determine which number is greater, 12 or −15 (Turn 001). She responds after
6 sec BThe fifteen. (another 6 sec) No the twelve, because there at- in front of the fifteen
there is- minus fifteen is displayed there, then it has to be the twelve^ (Turn 002). Her
reasoning, in which she revises her initial claim, indicates that she draws on the concept
of minus sign in this situation. From a subject matter perspective, this is correct:
negative numbers are smaller than positive numbers.

Table 2 Nicole’s reasoning

Situation with regard to the
numbers

Reasoning

12 and −15
6 and −9

Basic focus: subtraction
Basic inference: The number is greater which is still greater after

subtraction.

14 and −13
4 and −3

Basic focus: absolute value
Basic inference: The number that has the greater absolute value is greater.
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However, the next turns in this episode reveal that Nicole’s reasoning is different
than expected.

Turn Speaker Statements

003 I Mhm? How did you think about this?

004 N Well, let’s say, when we take twelve minus fifteen, then we’d have less than twelve. And then,
the twelve is greater.

005 I Mhm? Okay, now you’ve created an arithmetic problem out of it, right? How did you get the
idea of creating an arithmetic problem out of it?

006 N Because there, well (putting the cards next to each other, displaying: 12–15), it is, let me say,
cut out. Because the twelve is a number (pointing to 12) and then, the minus is already
there (pointing to the minus sign), and then f- m- f- minus fifteen and then it is actually a
mathematical problem.

Apparently, Nicole uses her concept of subtraction and assumes that the two
numbers form an arithmetic problem. Her reasoning reflects that she grasps the
situation as a subtraction task. It is apparent that her reasoning in this situation is
very different from what was expected after she had answered the question initially
correctly in Turn 002. Her reasoning reflects a use of the minus sign as an operative
sign (cf. Vlassis 2004) although the first statement had indicated that she uses the
minus sign as a unary, predicative sign (cf. Vlassis 2004).

In our inferentialist analysis, we wonder why she thinks that her focus on subtraction
is compatible with the invitation to determine the greater number; and how she
perceives the situation. One reason could be that some German students tend to use a
subtraction strategy in order to figure out which of two natural numbers is greater. If the
subtraction Bworks^ (i.e., results in a positive number), then the first number is greater.
Such strategy is indicated, among others, by her reasoning later on in the interview.
When comparing two numbers, she explicitly tries if Bit works^ to subtract the
numbers; here, she writes them below each other to see if long subtraction Bwould
work.^ Even though we cannot be entirely sure about her reasoning in the above-
mentioned initial episode, this indicates at least that a focus on subtraction and
comparison are not opposed each other. Prior experiences like this could be a reason
for Nicole to focus on subtraction and would explain why the focus on subtraction is
compatible with the focus on comparing numbers. Her utterances in a later episode in
the interview furthermore hint at the prior scholastic experiences she draws on. Asked,
BWhere do you know this from, regarding the minus sign?^ (Turn 019) by the
interviewer, she answers BI have done this in primary school [remark: grades 1-4 in
Germany]. Well, there we also had arithmetic problems. There, there stood, let’s say,
only minus six at the end. And then you have to find out the number in front. That’s
almost the same.^ In a further situation, in which Nicole gets the cards 9 and −6, she
explicitly refers to the similarity of the situations and her reasoning follows the same
pattern. In her reasoning in the second situation, she adds that the second number (in
her situation, i.e., in the task 6–9) gets smaller, whereas the first one Bstays as it is.^
Even though her proceeding is not correct and difficult for us to understand, it is
consistent across these two situations, which she perceives to be similar.

However, when being asked to determine the greater number among 14 and −13
Nicole finds herself in a different type of situation, which her reasoning hints at.
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After 14 sec, she answers BThe fourteen, I’d say, but… (another 5 sec) (nodding)
The fourteen, because it is one point higher. And now, one cannot, like min- these
numbers, well, cannot take 14 minus 13.^ (Turn 063). Here, she uses the concept of
absolute value of the numbers (even though she most likely does not consciously do
so), because in her view it is not possible to subtract 14 minus 13. Probably, the
reason for focusing on absolute values in this case lies in her prior (school-based
and out-of-school) experiences with the comparison of natural numbers. She is
again trying to transform the new and challenging situation into a situation that she
can handle and that is familiar to her. She uses the same pattern of reasoning later on
when she is asked to determine which number is greater, 4 or −3, and explicitly
refers to the similarity of the situation. In both situations (14 and −13; 4 and −3), she
intermediately focuses on subtraction and tries to subtract, but finally comes back to
the focus on the absolute values. In these two situations (14 and −13; 4 and −3), it
becomes apparent that her pattern of reasoning is different from the pattern of
reasoning in the two other situations (12 and −15; 6 and −9; see Table 2), depending
on the absolute values of the numbers.

Even though she gives the correct answer on the first try in all four situations (see
Table 2), the reasoning in the inferentialist setting reveals that she does not interpret
the minus sign as a predicative sign (Vlassis 2004) and how she accordingly draws
on other concepts than expected, such as subtraction and the absolute values of the
numbers. Her reasoning in these situations, which may seem arbitrary, illogical, or
inconsequent at first glance, follow her individual logic.

Illustrating students’ reasoning after the lesson series—post interviews

In the following, we focus on the comparison of two negative numbers, which were
the critical instances in the post interviews. Both students were able to handle
comparisons of positive and negative numbers easily by drawing on their position
with regard to zero (Tom) or on the number line (Nicole). Therefore, these episodes
are left out below due to space restrictions.

Changing patterns of reasoning—the case of Nicole

Nicole’s case is an example of a student whose reasoning of the order relation is not
settled after the lesson series. This gives us the chance to see how her reasoning and the
concepts involved change during the post interview.

Turn Speaker Statements

001 I I brought along two numbers and I want you to tell me which one of them is greater (gives
two small cards to the student, displaying −8 and −12)

002 N (looking at the cards) (5 s) Well, on the number line, this one would be greater (pointing at
−8), but otherwise, this one is greater (pointing at −12).

003 I Mhm?

004 N Because on the number line, there is minus (pointing at the minus sign in front of −8). And if
we have such a number line (showing an imagined horizontal line on the paper), then this
one is greater (pointing on −8), and this one then smaller (pointing on −12). And, er,
otherwise, this one is greater (pointing on −12).
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Nicole’s reasoning is following two different patterns, depending on the form of
external representation: one can either compare negative numbers on the number
line, making −8 the greater number, or compare them Botherwise^ making −12
greater. Her distinction leads to the question of where these two ways of reasoning
originate. This does not become clear in her statements, as she does not make
explicit what she focuses on when claiming that −12 is greater Botherwise^ and as
the interviewer does not ask for further explanation. Her reasoning indicates that she
draws on the concept of absolute value of the numbers, disregarding or (mentally)
deleting the minus signs. We interpret that the reasoning during the lesson series, in
which the number line had a major role, had influence on her reasoning here. In the
context of the lesson series, she was encultured to focus on the number line and
reason accordingly; probably, she is following this norm in the post interview. On
the other hand, she has focused on natural numbers and the absolute value in the
preliminary interview. She seems to point out the different Brules^ of the games
consciously.

Then, the interviewer asks her to draw the numbers on the number line.

Turn Speaker Statements

005 I Can you draw the number line for me that you’ve just pointed out on the paper? (imitating
Nicole’s movement from Turn 002)

006 N (Draws horizontal line, arrows, 0, −8, −12) (the red numbers were not yet there at this very
moment in the interview)

; pÞ ¼ } : 1 :: pdgts11747020213394� 017� 0202� xFmca:tif}
Like this. No, minus 12 is also greater here! (pointing to the left) Because, er, the eight is

closer to zero, but the eight would be smaller now. But I think that the twelve is also greater
here. Well, further away, thus greater.

The drawing of the number line gives Nicole reasons to change her reasoning.
Now, in both situations, she considers −12 greater. The question arises of what
reasons she has to change her claims. She draws on the distance to zero as a main
concept and argues that the number, which is closer to zero, is smaller; whereas the
number that is further away is greater. This way of reasoning relates to a Bdivided
number line model^ (Peled et al. 1989, Mukhopadhyay 1997). Still, the question
remains of what reasons Nicole has for revising her claim that −8 is greater on the
number line (Turn 002) and to assume that the inference Bthe further away from
zero, the greater the number is^ is valid for negative numbers as well. Possibly the
fact that the interviewer asks her to draw a number line gives reasons to her to
assume that the previous claim was wrong.

At a later moment in the same interview, Nicole is comparing −11 and 14,
reasoning that 14 is greater because 14 is in the positive area on the number line,
right to zero. After drawing +14 on the number line and claiming BAnd here then is
plus fourteen, that’s why it is greater, because it’s plus^, she directly continues as
follows:

Turn Speaker Statements

008 N But I again have to correct myself here because, er, er, if it is plus here (pointing at the
positive part of the number line), then the eight (pointing at eight on the number line) is
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Turn Speaker Statements

greater than twelve after all. One has to envision that is goes towards plus (pointing to the
right) and then the minus eight was, er, there, er, greater.

And here (referring to the present task) plus 14 is greater (pointing at +14 on the number line).

009 I Okay and here, well the, what did you exactly mean? Do you mean that the minus eight is
greater than minus twelve?

010 N Yes.

011 I Mhm, okay, I just want to get you right. And why is it like this?

012 N Because it (minus eight) mh, is closer to zero and because it goes up there. (pointing to the
right from zero onwards on the number line) And, er, because it is then closer therefore it is
greater. And because if you have minus, then it is smaller. If you are up, or closer to up
(pointing up), well at plus is it greater then.

In this episode, Nicole consciously revises her reasoning again—finally towards
the mathematically correct reasoning. It appears to be the focus on the positive area
on the number line and the idea of Bgoing^ towards this positive part that helps her to
draw the mathematically correct inference Bthe further right on the number line, the
greater the number is.^Her inference could be described as the less you have to go to
the positive part, the greater the number is. Here, a dynamic view on the distance to
zero or the positive part on the number line is guiding her reasoning. In the
subsequent episode, in which Nicole deals with the task to compare −28 and −33,
she reasons straightforwardly in the way she did in this last episode, indicating that
she does not seem to question the order relation any longer—it seems to be a logical
necessity (Pierson-Bishop et al., 201a) for her.

In the end of the post interview, Nicole and the interviewer talk about different
contexts (among others about heights below sea level and debts). When comparing
the heights 250 and 325 m below sea level and being asked what is higher, she
directly utters, B250m because this is just like a number line (indicating a vertical
line). Here is the sea, like a dash (making a marking with her finger on the vertical
line), and here is 250m (putting her finger below the dash) and here is 300m (putting
another finger below the last one). Then this one (wiggling with the -250m-finger) is
closer because it goes up here (moving the finger up).^ Her reasoning has apparent
similarity to her reasoning in Turn 012. It appears that she draws on the revised
reasoning that she has developed during the post interview. We elaborate further on
Nicole’s reasoning in the post interviews and the changes over the lesson series in
BDiscussion and conclusions^ section.

Two possible ways of reasoning—the case of Tom

In Tom’s post interview, he points out that the comparison of −8 and −12 can be
considered in two different ways: the mathematical correct reasoning on the number
line and the reasoning focusing on the absolute value within the context of debts-
and-assets. After receiving the cards, he quickly answers, Bthe minus eight is greater
because it is closer to zero. (5 s) Yes, and when a number is closer to zero, then it is
greater. If there stood, however, when, say, er, which number, well which debts are
greater, then it would be the minus twelve^ (Turn 002). This distinction is reason-
able and makes—in certain situations— sense. Of course, a 12€ debt is a greater
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debt than an 8€ debt. His statements reflect that he is aware that the second
understanding has a minor significance in the mathematical context. If we have a
look at the GoGAR in Tom’s preliminary interview and the GoGAR in the lesson
series, we can find reasons for his distinction. In the preliminary interview, the
GoGAR was characterized by Tom’s focus on the absolute value of the numbers.
The focus on the absolute value was crucial for his reasoning and his basic inference
Bthe number that has the greater absolute value is the greater number.^ During the
lesson series, the students made various experiences with the number line and with
the context debts-and-assets (Hußmann and Schindler 2014a, b). Mathematical
problems used in the lesson series (Fig. 2) aimed at creating a GoGAR in which
students reflect on the two possible ways of reasoning. Tom is possibly drawing on
these experiences.

Discussion and conclusions

The purpose of this article was to investigate how students draw on out-of-school
and school-based experiences when reasoning on the order relation for integers and
how they infer from these experiences. Using inferentialism, we highlighted differ-
ent aspects of students’ reasoning, especially asking for the reasons students have,
for their origins, and related prior experiences. The preliminary interview with a
strong student, Tom, illustrated how students may infer their reasoning on negative
numbers from out-of-school experiences. It confirmed existing results indicating
that students tend to use out-of-school experiences when reasoning on negative
numbers (Bruno and Cabrera 2005). From the context of temperatures and the
significance of the freezing point, Tom inferred the significance of zero for the
distinction of negative and positive numbers; from the position of numbers on the
thermometer, he inferred the position and size of positive and negative numbers. In
comparison to Bruno and Cabrera’s findings, the results from our inferentialist
analysis give a more fine-grained account of how students draw on out-of-school
contexts: what they infer, how they infer, and which concepts are significant. We
additionally provided an account of what a Bdivided number line model^ (Peled
et al. 1989) means in Tom’s case and what his reasons are. For the comparison of two
negative numbers, he focused on absolute values, probably drawing on prior expe-
riences with natural numbers, disregarding the negative signs of the numbers. This
connects to Bofferding’s (2014) finding that natural number concepts can have a
strong impact on students’ reasoning with negative numbers. Tom’s case illustrates
how difficult it can be even for strong sixth graders to make use of out-of-school
contexts when comparing two negative numbers.

The preliminary interview with the second student, Nicole, illustrated that
students’ initial answers can easily be misinterpreted. Whereas Nicole’s initial
answers to all questions were correct, the inferentialist focus on her reasoning and
its origins in the data analysis revealed that she drew on the concept of subtraction
and focused on the minus sign as subtraction sign while comparing a positive and a
negative integer. This underpins the necessity to investigate students’ reasoning
(Pierson-Bishop et al. 2014a). If only the students’ answers had been considered
(e.g., in a written test), it would not have been revealed that Nicole drew on
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different experiences than we had expected, which were mathematically not valid.
This also confirms the importance of research settings where students can explicitly
be asked to reason about their answers. Although Nicole’s reasoning might appear
illogical or inconsistent at first sight, it followed a logic that she inferred from prior
school-based experiences with comparing natural numbers; where she most prob-
ably Btested^ which among two natural numbers was greater via subtracting them
from one another and testing if Bit works^. Such a strategy has—to our knowl-
edge—not yet been reported in empirical research on the order relation for negative
integers.6 However, it connects Bofferding’s (2014) finding that students tend to
apply subtraction strategies from whole numbers to negative numbers and to
Pierson-Bishop et al.’s (2014a) finding that students search for underlying struc-
tures and principles and use these logically to infer what is possible and appropriate
and what cannot be. Nicole’s case showed how students’ individual logic may differ
from the mathematical logic and still follow their individual principles across
different situations. When comparing two negative numbers, Nicole’s reasoning
focused on the absolute value of the numbers. This can—as Tom’s reasoning—be
related to what is called a Bdivided number line model^ (Peled et al. 1989).
However, the two students’ reasoning differed a lot; among others regarding the
use of out-of-school experiences, the prior school-based experiences they drew on,
the level of correctness, and especially whether the students’ drew on the minus
sign as subtraction or predicative sign in their reasoning (Bofferding 2010; Vlassis
2004, 2008). This confirms our assumption that the Bdivided number line model^ as
a category has a broad scope that may be inattentive to the differences that students’
individual reasoning implies. Our results indicate that a more sophisticated account
of students’ reasoning, as proposed in this paper, is beneficial for being able to
understand them appropriately.

The post interviews of both students illustrate that even after a lesson series on
negative numbers, students’ reasoning on negative integers and the order relation
for integers is manifold. Our results support the finding that students have the
ability to switch perspectives, to reason differently, and to be able to draw flexibly
on different prior experiences and inferences when comparing negative integers;
and that this ability offers affordances for students (cf. Pierson-Bishop et al.
2014b). Both students inferred their reasoning from the number line, an external
representation that was crucial in their lesson series. This illustrates the impact that
students’ school-based experiences during a lesson series have on students’ rea-
soning on the order relation for integers (similar to Stephan and Akyuz 2012,
finding on contexts for integer calculation; cf. Beatty 2010).

The results of the post interviews revealed that their reasoning varied largely. Tom
distinguished two different kinds of reasoning (the mathematically correct order rela-
tion, inferred from the number line; and the reasoning based on absolute values,
inferred from the context debts-and-assets), and maturely pointed out that these two
perspectives each are feasible, depending on the context. Nicole, on the other hand,
discarded her way of reasoning twice, indicating that her experiences during the post
interviews still influenced and changed her way of reasoning; with changing focuses.

6 The fact that a second student in our study reasoned similarly indicates that this kind of reasoning is not a
purely idiosyncratic phenomenon.
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This underpins our assumption that the order relation for integers may be challenging
for students—even after the lesson series. From Nicole’s case, we learned that students
still can have insecurities regarding the order relation of integers after lesson series,
what such insecurities can look like in detail, and what finally can help students to
logically infer the mathematically correct order relation and according reasoning. In
Nicole’s case, it was a dynamic concept of distance to zero and the inference Bthe less
you have to go to zero, the greater the number is^ that helped her to change her way of
reasoning towards the mathematically correct one.

Finally, the analyses and their results confirmed that inferentialism can offer a
framework with which one can analyze students’ manifold and sophisticated ways to
reason on the order relation of negative numbers. Our findings would not have been
revealed with perspectives that restrict their views to students’ performances or to
students’ reasoning captured in certain categories or mental models. Even though we
could relate our findings to such models (e.g., the divided or continuous number line
model), these categories fall short if we want to understand more deeply why students
answer problems in the way they do and why they reason in the way they do. Using an
inferentialist account both in the design of the study and the analysis of the data offered
us a new perspective on students’ reasoning on the order relation of integers as well as
results that have—at least partially—not revealed in such level of detail so far.

However, our study using inferentialism has—as any study—also its limitations. As
in all qualitative studies, analyzing empirical data also in an inferentialist approach
requires the researchers to draw inferences themselves: about what students meant
when making a claim, which norms they were probably following, or even if a simple
Byes^ uttered by a student indicates that the student is carefully listening, indicates an
agreement, or simply the intention to end up a discussion. Even though inferentialism
does not aim at inferring mental models, representations, or (mis-)conceptions from
students’ utterances, it interprets students’ reasoning, and thus has to infer from
students’ utterances. We cope with the concomitant scope of interpretation via thorough
consideration of all given data and discussing various possible inferences in data
analysis in a group of researchers.

Inferentialism is a semantic theory about concept use and concept content in terms of
inferences. This means it has the potential to study the inferential nature of students’
learning of mathematics, which we consider to be an inferential discipline. We also
propose that the emphasis on inference in relation to representation counterbalances an
emphasis on representation that is common in semiotic analysis (Peirce’s focus on
diagrammatic reasoning is an exception). However, inferentialism does not address
the importance of tools or artifacts, for which sociocultural and activity-theoretical
approaches or theories on instrumental genesis would be more suitable. Neither is it a
psychological theory. Hence, in making inferentialism productive for the psychology of
mathematics education nontrivial work still has to be carried out.We think that our work
could potentially be the springboard for such further work. We furthermore hope—in a
more general perspective—that our considerations and findings can lift the discussion
within mathematics education research on the use of different background theories.

Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and repro-
duction in any medium, provided you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a
link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made.
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